
PEAK continuously monitors equipment and 
systems in more than 1.7 million square feet  

of manufacturing space for clients

PEAK can find 

efficiency issues and 

opportunities people 

can’t, by applying 

“Best in Class*”  

root-cause detection 

and analysis software

PEAK FOR
MANUFACTURING

The critical plant and equipment on large manufacturing 
sites is complex and interconnected, consisting of 
hundreds of different components. One faulty component 
could be enough to cause operational inefficiencies, 
potentially leading to equipment failure, unplanned 
downtime and productivity disruptions.

Manual investigations into faults and failures are time 
consuming, expensive and often reliant on contractors. 
Anticipating and preventing faults with data analytics 
offers a faster and more effective path to improving 
uptime and building site resilience.  

Preventing unplanned downtime 
at your manufacturing facility

cim.io
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CIM’s customer success team 
of engineers and data scientists 
provide 24x7 technical support 
across every site

Market leading fault 
detection and resolution

PEAK can identify operational efficiency 
issues and opportunities people can’t, 
by applying “Best in Class*” root-cause 
detection and analysis software across 
equipment datasets, to prioritise and 
preserve critical production parameters in 
manufacturing facilities.

Customised rules-based algorithms quickly 
detect equipment failures, deteriorations 
and control issues such as compressor 
failures, inadequate outside air rates and 
air changes, or poor temperature and 
humidity control in validated areas, before 
site performance is affected. 

Instant alerts detailing the location, root 
cause, cost impact and solution for each 
issue become assigned maintenance 
tickets, triaged according to their priority 
and impact. This could be a cost-saving, 
operational benefit or indoor air quality 
improvement. It is easier to agree on the 
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right course of action based on data 
driven insights, and the confidence that 
PEAK analyses adjustments to equipment 
controls to ensure they achieve the 
desired results.

CIM’s customer success team of engineers 
and data scientists provide 24x7 technical 
support across every site, helping simplify 
and accelerate the end-to-end process of 
fault detection, diagnosis and resolution. 
By performing advanced analysis  
on the data, CIM’s experts can also 
identify other opportunities to improve 
site performance.

*PEAK was awarded “Best in Class” by The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)  
following a 24-month evaluation of the international fault detection and diagnosis platforms market.

https://cim.io/the-peak-platform/?utm_campaign=20-OCT-GBL-Content&utm_source=PDF&utm_content=manufacturing-factsheets-peakplatform
https://cim.io/building-analytics/csiro-best-in-class-report/?utm_campaign=20-OCT-GBL-Content&utm_source=PDF&utm_content=manufacturing-factsheets-bestinclassreport
https://cim.io/building-analytics/csiro-best-in-class-report/?utm_campaign=20-OCT-GBL-Content&utm_source=PDF&utm_content=manufacturing-factsheets-bestinclassreport


Data-driven maintenance 

Planned and preventative maintenance 
schedules suggested by BMS providers are 
generally not enough to help manufacturing 
sites avoid critical equipment failure. These 
checks are carried out by visual inspection, 
which is not as efficient, accurate or 
effective as using the data to analyse 
performance patterns and detect anomalies. 

PEAK enables manufacturing sites 
to introduce data-driven, predictive 
maintenance schedules based on real  
time performance data, and the CIM team 
can help restructure agreements for  
this purpose. 

Transparent contractor 
management  

Without data to measure equipment 
performance and ticket resolution rates, 
verifying the value add of BMS and 
mechanical contractors is difficult.
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Enhanced workflows 

With full visibility and control over plant and 
equipment, CIM's technical customer success 
team facilitates collaborative and accountable 
relationships between onsite teams, contractors 
and vendors. PEAK makes it easier and quicker 
for all parties to agree on the best course of 
action by diagnosing the root-cause of faults then 
escalating the ones that matter.

Intuitive dashboards and a centralised workflow 
management tool empowers all stakeholders to 
be more efficient and productive. Closing out 
issues faster to prevent equipment faults or failures 
delivers cost savings and prevents downtime. 

PEAK adds visibility and transparency 
into contractor workflows, giving you 
the ability to:

 Efficiently allocate headcount and prioritise work – ensure contractors are deployed 
efficiently and to the activities that add the most value.

 Ensure completed works are done correctly and effectively – PEAK’s continuous 
performance monitoring validates issue resolution.

 Time how long it takes to action tickets – track and report issue close-out times in 
PEAK and measure performance against service level agreement KPIs.   



Contact us for further information: 

+353 (0) 1 254 8549     smarterbuildings@cim.io
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